We consider the target control problem for hybrid systems with linear continuous dynamics. The system is modelled as a hybrid automaton. Control action is applied on the discrete level, while the continuous dynamics is subject to constant or set valued disturbance. The proposed controller ensures that the system can be transferred from any point of an initial set to a target set of the hybrid state space. A control design algorithm based on reachability analysis is proposed. For the implementation of the algorithm approximate reachability analysis is employed. This involves under-approximation of reachable sets under linear continuous dynamics. The algorithm is applied to a batch control p r ob 1 em .
1 Introduction m e incorporation of discrete dynamics in the modelling of physical systems, which were traditionally modelled by continuous dynamics, has led to hybrid systems. There has been a considerable effon to develop theoretical frameworks and models for hybrid systems. But because of the complex interaction of continuous and discrete dynamics, strong analytical results are not available yet. Besides, computational methods and more specifically reachability analysis are the alternatives for efficient analysis and control. This paper presents a computational method, based on reachability analysis, for the synthesis of control laws for the target control problem [IS] , 1191: Given a hybrid system, a set of constraints on the evolution of both continuous and discrete states, an initial and a target region in the hybrid state space, do there exist control laws that ensure that the system can be transferred from the initial to the final region without violating the constraints? Control action is considered only on the discrete level, i.e. there is no control on the continuous dynamics. The target control problem is of great practical value. For instance, design problems on process systems that deal with batch material flows [7] . (81, [9] , [IZ] , can be seen as hybrid target control problems. In such systems material flows go through a number of stages of various treatment, e.g., heating, cooling, mixing, reaction, separation, buffering etc., till the process reaches a desired final state. Then the system is initialised and the next batch goes through the same process.
The target control problem was originally addressed in [I21 and mainly in [IS] for hybrid systems with integrator continuous dynamics. We extended this initial result to linear hybrid systems in 1191, where the continuous dynamics is governed by rectangular inclusions. In this work we make a further extension to hybrid systems with linear continuous dynamics of the form j; = Ax + U The disturbance signal U is either constant or it has a set valued uncertainty. We model the hybrid system using hybrid automata, i.e. finite state machines equipped with continuous variables. The control synthesis is based on the notion of controllability for hybrid automata, as defined in [HI. and backward reachability analysis. In the case of integrators or rectangular inclusions, "exact" backward reachability analysis is performed by employing quantifier elimination techniques. However, this not the case for systems with richer dynamics, where in general reachable sets cannot be expressed in closed forms. R e only exceptions so far concern some special classes of linear [IS] and non-linear [I71 vector fields. Hence, for our purposes we resorl to approximate reachability analysis. Since our objective is control design, we are interested in under-approximations of backward reachable sets. The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 the hybrid automata framework as well as the target control problem are formally defined. In section 3 we propose the solution to the target control problem as the output of a semi-decidable algorithm. Next, in section 4, we deal with the technicalities of that control design algorithm and namely with the under-approximation of reachable sets. In section S our results are applied to a simplified hatch control problem. Finally, in section 6 conclusions and directions for further research are given. G : T + Zx assigns to each (q.q')E T a gunrd set C (q,q') such that C(9.q') n INV(q) f 0 . Guards represent the switching conditions that the continuous state must satisfy in order for a transition to take place.
All the sets involved in the above definition are considered closed and compact. Uncontrollable transitions take place as soon as the continuous state enters the corresponding guard set. For that reason the involved guard set G(q.q') is defined as a hyper-surface on the boundary of the invariant set INV(q) rather than a full dimensional set in 3in. Uncontrollable transitions model physical requirements, such as safety and security, and we are not allowed to ignore or modify them. They are intrinsic features of the system and we have no control on them. In the case of controllable transitions. the moment that the transition takes place is a design variable. An external system (controller) orders the transition when certain conditions, subject to design, are satisfied. If there is no controller imposed on the automaton, we assume that the transition takes place anytime while X E G(q,q') .
The introduction of the cost function c in the definition of the hybrid automaton, provides us with greater design flexibility.
Having defined transition costs, we can penalise the use of certain transitions. For instance. in a realistic system we may not want to use a sensitive switch or valve very often. So during our design process, by assigning costs to transitions, we take into account this kind of requirement.
Finally, without loss of generality, we assume that there are no resets or jumps in the values of the continuous variables when transitions are taken. Of course the extension of our results to automata that accept reset maps is straightforward at the price of some extra notation.
Control Objective
Given the plant, modelled as a hybrid automaton, and a specification for the desired behaviour our objective is to derive a controller that guarantees the correct evolution of the system dynamics according to the specification. For our purposes, assuming full observability of the hybrid state, the controller is considered to be a map C : L -) 2 9 , where L is the set of all conrrol seqitences I(;) = ( n ( i ) . G f ( n ( i ) , s ( i + l ) ) ) . R denotes a sequence (path) of control locations q~ Q , while G* is the sequence of the conrrol guards.
T h e conrrol guards C:(.:) G(.;) are the design parameters of the proposed controller. As long as the continuous state x satisfies the the next location q'= n(i +I) or "idle" for some time and order it later. In either case the idling period stops and the controller orders the transition just before the condition X E G:(q,q') becomes false. The idling period reflects design margins. However, in our framework we consider no restrictions over the duration of idling.
Following this strategy. the controller "drives" the system along the path R . Note that there may be the case where X E G(q,q") with q =s(i) and q " # a ( i + I ) . In this case the controller prevents the transition (9, q") since q"f s(i + I)
Finally, we cast the target control problem as follows: "Given a hybrid auromoron A , an inirial ser I = qo x X O and a rarger sei F = qF X X F , design rhe control sequence such rhor all rrajecrories initiating from I reach F wirh the least overall rransirion cosr".
3 The Solution
Controllability Analysis
In this section we propose the semi-decidahle algorithm for the solution of the target control problem. The key notion behind the algorithm is this of controllability for hybrid automata [IS] . From the above definitions we infer that in order to derive a to check controllability along paths of A between the initial and the target location. In essence checking controllability along a path R is a backward reachability problem. Starting from the target set F we ask to compute the set of states W , from which F is reachable by the evolution of the continuous and discrete dynamics. We iterate this computation over A till the initial location qo is reached. If I c W then R is acceptable. For the computation of W the following two operators are required.
Definition 4
Given a set Y = q y x X y , with qy E Q and X y c X , and a vector field f , the continuous predecessor operaror prec : 2Dx + Z D X is defined as: switching strategy, that drives the system from I to F , i t suffices I predicate Gf(q,q') at the location q = x ( i ) and given that ( q , q ' ) E T c , the controller can either order the transition (4.4') to Intuitively, the continuous predecessor operator defines all the states, which can reach a set Y by the evolution of the continuous dynamics only. Similarly, the discrete predecessor operatoi defines all the states that can reach Y by discrete transitions only.
After these definitions, the algorithm that performs controllability analysis along a path n is the following:
Controllability analysis along n z := 40. .... qF , m := lengrh(z)
Step 3: We iterate the steps 2 and 3 for all the identified paths of step 1. If after testing the K' path there is no acceptable path found, the algorithm terminates with a negative output.
From a theoretical point of view, if the algorithm terminates in step 3 and no acceptable path bas been found, we can not claim that the system is uncontrollable, unless the maximum number of paths in the automaton is K. There may be the case where an acceptable path with rank greater than K does exist but the Kshortest paths algorithm naturally does not identify it. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is semi-decidable in the sense that if the system is controllable, it may identify an acceptable path. If not then it gives no answer. Finally. for the control sequence I(;) of the target control pmblem it holds:
Proposition 1 Given rhar an acceptable path n has been idenr$ied, the control sequence for Ihe larger control problem is defined as
., m -I 3 2 Control Synthesis
Controllability analysis along a path n , is the main subroutine of the algorithm for the solution of the target control pmblem. Before presenting its steps we need to define the value v(A) Of a Path f f '
Approximate Reachability Analysis
The major we have to OYercOme for an efficient implementation of the control algorithm is the computation of the continuous predecessor operator pre,(.). For our purposes. as we "backward reachable sets defined by pre,(.). For that reason we modify the approximation schemes, proposed in [ I ] and mainly in Step 1: The algorithm ranks the K shortest paths from the initial location qo to the target location qF in ascending order of value Given a convex polyhedral set Xf of initial states and a bound t f for the time. our objective is to compute a polyhedral approximation R-( X f ) o f t h e s e t R-(Xf).such that:
To approximate the backward reachable set R@,lll(Xf) we divide it into segments, each of which corresponds to a time interval. The kth segment corresponding to the interval [ik-j,rk] is 
R-
Clearly:
We describe now how to obtain the set R;k-t,lkl(Xj). Let R-( X f ) be the reachable set at time tk-1 and let us assume that it is convex polyhedral. Then the reachable set R -( X f ) is J - Bearing in mind that convexity is preserved under affine transformations, we infer that the set R-( X f ) is a convex polyhedral set too. We define the set
C =~~~V ( R G _~( X~)~R G ( X~) ) ,
where convC) is the convex hull operator. C is neither an over nor an under-approximation of q;k-l ](XI). In order to become an under approximation, we have to "push each of the faces of C inwards by an appropriate amount d t O . For that reason we define the operator shrink(C,d) .
Definition 7 Let C be a convex polyhedron (Xf ) and the point x(r,xf) for
111-1
Considering a "short" time interval [ t k -l . t k ] and after some algebraic manipulation we obtain:
where M is a constant bounding x f and 6k = lk -I&, . From lemma 1 it follows:
Considering the triangle inequality we finally obtain the desired bound for the Hausdorff distance h(Rl;x_l,lkl(X~).C) :
Choosing d as the pushing amount, we conclude that
Repeating the above procedure for all the segments, we obtain the desired approximate reachable set i- ( X f ) . Also it is clear that each segment 4-(Xf)can be computed independently and in any order. This implies that we do not have error transfer from one segment to another, i.e. the approximation error can become arbitrarily small choosing arbitrarily short time intervals ( X f ) = shrink (C,d) .
['k-l.Ik 1
Unlike the case of affine systems, lemma 2 implies that we have error propagation from one segment to another. Therefore, we cannot consider each segment R-(Xf ) independently.
Besides, each segment has to be computed sequentially. Finally, it is clear that the approximation error grows with time. So in order to keep it in a desired level, both the time intervals [ t k -l , r k ] and the time bound t f must be relatively "small".
[lk-l,tk 1 5 Application to a Batch Control Problem
We have applied the design algorithm of section 3 to a simplified batch control problem. We consider the chemical-batch reactor illustrated in figure 2 . A similar version of this reactor has been used in 171 for verification purposes. Applying the control synthesis algorithm to the problem, we obtain the control guard G * ( q~. q 3 ) , depicted in figure 3 . Finally, the desired switching temperature T, is given by: Ts = L3 : X E G*(qz.q3)} Figure 3 : 2D Representation of G'(q2.43) 6 Conclusion Although the results of our approach are very satisfactory at this early stage, there is plenty of room for further research and improvements. m e proposed approximate reachability analysis is rather conservative leading to large approximation errors. Improved under-approximation schemes for systems with linear dynamics should be further studied. Also, under-approximations of reachable sets for non-linear continuous dynamics are needed for extension of this work to more practical systems. Finally, optimal target control with respect to both continuous and discrete dynamics is another extension that deserves investigation in a Suture work.
